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OLC 7%0113/d 
15 February jg]g . 

Select Co:nmittee on’Assossinatior)s 
blouse of Representatives 
Washington, D.C. 2053.5 

Dear kir. Blakey: 

It had been indicated earlier, in discussions ;.rith merrthers of .. 

:- 
your staff, that the section discussing tuisa Calderon and otl~er 

-L--- topics was:.no~&tend& fo.r-:unclass_i.fied. publication.. Mr. Gabri&ls& 
understands from your recent com,m?nts that ilt i’io:.l iFyour desire t.)Ft .-’ : 
it be published in unclassified form. w  . 

If Cdr. Gabrielson’s understanding is cotrect, it comes as something 
of a surprise, as you undoubtedly realize that the draft treats in 
explicit detail a number of sensitive intelligence activities and 
arrangements that we are obliged to protect- It is doubtful that 

. the subjects treated, without reference to the quality of that 
.treatment, could properly be discussed at all in published materials, 
‘As written, analysis and vjews are so closely intermven with sensitive 
materials that it does’not lend itself to sanitization. After you 
have revie\.:ed these comments, it might be useful for 11s to consider 
then1 together. * We have class.ified it Secret in its present form and 
reqwst that .you handle it accordingly. WI 

There are two areas of comment on the draft. The first, as 
noted above, has to do with the detailed treatment OF highly sensitive 
subject, matter. The ‘second has to do with the extensively incorrect 
treatment of the substance. An advance summary of khc latter might 
be useful, as the separate comments may be fragmented, 

(U) 
The following 

coxmnts are therefore offered at this point: 
. 

(1) A tetephone conversation by Calderon 3s assiqned 
:l3 Inference--quite tenuous and therefore debatable--based on 
;!,-I Carly mi&ranSlation CJf Khat she said- That inference 
V:;IS then used as the basis for crj tic al trC:n!:ment of the 
/:23ncy’s not reporting .it to the klarrcn I:or:wission.. Sinen the 
c:Irrcct translation WIS t)roqht to the atLc:rItion of your 
.irl\lestigator--ql.lit;c :‘rzi-lkZy, seriously fu?tllcr br?akenincl the. 
1) y:; i s for the oricJ.in:ll inference--your inve%tigak,or l,%ld to 



his original thesis, Continuing to use thz incorrect 
translation, blandl’y<ctikserving the original rationale, although 
discussing the correction in a day that seezs to deliberately 
confuse ‘it. That the author was ~;ed to the treatment. he had 
already tiontrived seems to be the kindest explanation- (s) 

tfaving a&cted significance for Calkron, based on the 
mistranslation (the assertion continuing after the translation 
showed it to be in error), the author then seizes on a suspj.cion 
of a DGI defector that Calderon might have been a CIA--or 
American-agent. Without reference to what the .defector 
knew (which was nothing), the fact is that. CIA did know. 
Calderan was not a CIA agent. That is quite *clear. ..-jr?c! giv:? _.,.-- 
the Inter -&&icy 'Sotirk' Reg’i ster, . it’&- furth+r c)e_+;- that she- k/as .- -. ‘1 
not reqisterea”‘to-‘any-~th-~~ Ame*i’&&i ‘inteili+nce orqaniz~tion. -- 
To cap it, local operating conditions were such that CIA had 
further reason to know that Caldzron was not -agent. PI%J 
CIA should report to the Farren Commission the suspic:i.ons of 
an uninformed defector, known to be incorrect, presents a 
major question as to the thought processes of the author of the 
draft report. (C) 

The draft next asserts that Calderon’s possible connections 
with the DGI, and similar possible contacts with OswId during 
his visit to Rexico City, were withheld from the \Iarrren Commission .T‘ 
by CIA. It is noted that this is in error. The 17 June 1964 :- 
memorandum cited at page 00000~5 of the draft report makes it .:: 
clear .that this information was made available to Mr. Killens 
of the Karren Commission. It was reviewed by your investigator 
in June and August 1978. (U) 

The assertions by the draft about a possible connection 
‘between Calderon and American intelligence are simply in error, 
‘The assertion of withholding information about the possibility 
of ties between Calderon and the DGI, and about possible contacts 
with Oswald, are gross error. That leaves the telephone 
conversation to stand by itself, so far as any shred of 
significance is concerned. cc> . 

The overa1.l Calderon discussicic is ktter fiction th& 
professional fact and analysis. tlaving dozided to assign to 
her some cigni f.iceRce, the tycatmerlt twisted and turned to ke?:p 
the conclus.ion al iv? as each zJSs%rtiUn proffered in s~lppclr?. 
co1 lapsed. find in doin! so, left intzt ti;e mistranslntion 
that seems to have sown the seed Frc;m \rhiclh it germin3te:l in the . 
first place. (U> 



-a . -  .  -  -  - -  - - -  ._ __ 

(2) An crl;~nepw3 k;orking swmary by a Narren Coxnission 
investigator (I+. Sl&&n) is seized by ths author of ths draft 
report as. the basis for arguing th3t CIA did not provids infowztion 
from telephone inter6ept.s to the Warren Commission until early 
April 1964’. Depicting this as a “de?lz~y,~~ the assertion is -_ 
then made that in some way it prejtr~iced the 1’13rren Com;niss~or~‘s 
investigation (in ihe face of testimony to the contrary by 
b;arren Commission people about the cooperation of the Agency)- 
The assertions of the author, substituting his conclusions 

for fact, must be doubted. (S) 

Fnen the present HSCA draft WI, * first reviewed some tina ago, the 
author’s attention was drawn to a 31 Janclary 1764 memorandum from Mr. 
tklms to Elr. Rankin, indicating that the nature of it had been discussed 
some two weeks earlier bctprsen the two men. It is even irididokcd that 
the sensitivity of the sources was discussed in the earlier exchange . 

between the two men. Your draft makes it clear that the FBI had told 
the Warren Commission about the sources, and it is quite possible tllat 
Rankin--i f not Slawson--knew . That Rankin signed a better on the 
subject can be likened to letters that you and I have signed to one 
another, and that have not always been read carefully (as I know from 
one or two discussions with you). (0 . . 

The point is that the 31 January 1964 letter reported in ‘. 
. extensive detail what CIA then krlcw about Oswald’s activities in ‘*’ 

bexico City . This included the very material that the author of the ’ 
report said was not provided the Harren Commission until April 1764. - 
Miile the sources were not specified in the letter, their reliability 
was endorsed emphatically in a strikingly unequivocal rrranner. There 

.has been no significant addition to that information since then. (C) 

It is not useful at this point to try and reconstruct the 
-failure of the Warren Commission investigator to focus on and react to 
the facts in the 31 January letter. That the information had been 
available to him is s matter of record, if the draft report can be 
trusted. That he did err in this regard is the unavoidable fact. 
Your investigator, having built his argument originally on an erroneous 
description of this fact, nevertheless seeks to preserve the original 
argument even after the initial basis for it essentially has been 
destroyed. He is determined Lo perpetuate the ewor of the Warren 
Commissior~ investigator, and d.i ~71 ays far less objectivity and flcxih ili t y 
than did that gentleman. w 

III tl~e confused hut. c:rli,r::.Jo~ical trcatrnsnt. cl? the subjects, the 
aut twr tJf!t,J.‘ayS his llnfarf~ili~~.~i~,)~ with intelligence: Izporting prcccckJrcs- 

. 

. 
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One may tab .$s.ge with the practice, but untlerstcnding it 

sl~~uld restrain the <sweep ing statemnts made in the draft- It. is 
standard procedure to rcps,rt the facts, with an evaluation of the 
source, but not a specification of the source. That practice was 
followed in the written report, although it appears that oral 

_ claborn\.ion probably was provided as well. As a result, the HSCA 
draft report’is badly confused in its treatment of facts and sources, 
and has sought to salvage the argument by referring to “original source 
material” as a handwritten editorial insert. This transparent effort 
to preserve the false presentation merely emphasizes its tendantious _ _ 
nature. (U) . . * 

(3) Having sought & establish a non-reporting by . 
CIA in the Calderon case, and of the material available from, 
telephone taps, the author reached down into his bag of randy . . 
assertions and claims that this was due to CIA’s concern for +, 
sources and methods. It should .be most clear that CIA has nc f 
problem reporting the facts, or in protecting its sources in doing . 
so. Nell established practice makes this clear. The gratuitous - 
observation that the FBI failed to report out of respect for CIA’s * 
sensitivities, without a shred of evidence, serves merely to 
emphasize the aberrant quality of the author’s analysis. (S) .- - ’ 

Having introduced this unsupported assertion. as a statement ‘:?. - 
of fact, the author tries to use it to reinforce his earlier 

‘. . . .:’ 
assertions. He ascribes practices to the Agency in forms that 
either are incorrect completely or that are unrecognizable as 
described by him. It is clcor that he is extcnsivcly uninf’ormed 
about the way the Agency functions in the reporting field. (U) 

. 

The datailed’comments follow. (U) 
. . . 

e 
; 

Fourth page. Handwritten notes. Substitute A-l for Donald Bensen -0 a) 

Page 003. Th& two references to IGR in the second paragraph should .. .. 
be TfR!. (U) 

. . 

Page 005. Reference is made to “the Agency’s sophisticated documwt _. ’ 
rf:t.ricval system.” This is a refl.ection of the inexperience and Ixk of 
k;rwlcdge on the part of the witcr. The AO? systems are not all that 

1 Ui’l’. I :;*.I ;I _ 2 in addition to which there are a nunl,r:r of manual systems that 
t:::::r-:c:t. be called “sophis’L.icatcd.l’ The aut.hor 1)~s been told this, but -. 

f:i!rc;-ists .in the description. t:nile it is a minor point, it never-theless . 
i 5: ?il .imprecisy description. w> I 

Page 006. The footnote indicates the intention to US2 tk symbol 
A--K in 1 ieu of the cryptonym AWIIJG. Please do so in all places. I note 
[‘“ps 713, t-a-85, 93, .94, 2nd 75. (9 - L . * . .- ,- . . . . . -.’ - - * .,.. -. -- -1..--. . . . ., 
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PacJc 061. Ref&rences to Win Scott 
ttle coverage of tile Cub&$nd Soviet. En?bassics in 
CJilCX? more, Slnwson ‘s errors qre used by 
of CIA. (S) 

Page 062. Delete Mexico CitKand photo operations. (S) 
\ i 

Page 063. Delete Mexico Station b d photo operations. ‘(S) 
“.\. 

Page 064. Delete kexicd City and CIh‘photo operations. (si 

. Page 065. Delety,telephone and.photb ‘opei&k!x and Mexico City: (S) 
I . 

Page 066. fite photo operations. (S) 
\ 

, 

Delete Nexico City Station. (C) 

References in first quote should be CD 6 

Delete CIA Station in Mexico..’ (C) 

Telephone intercepts and t4exico St &ion. 

Page 074. This detailed discussion cannot be declassified. An 
- excerpt from a casual telephone coversation five hours after the assassination 

of President Kennedy, is assigned a significance by the HSCA draft that the 
actual words do not support. The drnft then attempts to build a further 
case fbr the significance of the speaker, thereby reinforcing its asserted .* 
significance. It then returns to the conversation, criticizing CIA for not ’ 
reporting a meaningless item that did not inerit reporting. 6) 

The following presentation in the HSCA draft provides the basis for 
the present comments: ‘, 

During the course of the conversation, the unidentified 
caller asked Luisa if she tlad heard the lstest r,e~s (of khz 
~ss~ssinat ion). hisa rcplicd in 0 jokiiq tow: 

“Yes, of coilrse, I kne:w (sic) altn~~t:t before Kenrw!y.” (1:Lid.) 

-. 10 I 

. . - . . . . . _.. 
? “a, r.... : ,--./, :;-‘:- : 

*. . .a;: . !I ~ . :. . . . . 
.:: ;:. : 

. . . 



Parap!irasing the:. CIA’s telephona intercept transcript, 
it states that the &‘Iler told Luisa the person apprehended for 
I~cnnecly’s slaying Was “President of one of the COilXlitt.eeSL~~ Fair 

Play for Cuba.” Luisa replied tha[1 she also knew this- ” 
inquired whether the person being held for the killing was a “gringo.” 
The unidentified caller rep1 ied, I’ycs.” Luisa Lold her caller that s!le 
had learned nothing else about the assassination and that ;T; 114 
learned about the assassination only a little while ago. 

unidentified caller commented: (S) 

We think that if it had been or had seemed.. -public 
or had been one of the segregationists or against integration 
who had killed Kennedy, then there was, let’s say, the possibility 

ff 

that a sort.of civil t;ar would arise in the United States; 
that contradictions b;ould be sharpened. .-who knows.” 

:f 

Luisa responded : . 

“Imagine, one, two, and now, that makes three. (She 
laughs. )” 

. 
.The HSCA presentation then qudtes a memorandum by a CIA employee, 

written in 1975, based on the above mistranslation of what Luisa Calderon 
:said. The translation apparently \sas accepted at face value. The -3 
rnernorondwn discusses the tel ephon., 0 coversation as the only item in the 
intercept coverage “that contains the suggestion of fore-knokrledge of : 

expect at ion. I’ w  . . . 

In fat;, the translation on which that is based, and that is used 
in the HSCA draft, is in error. The author knew this, but still elected 
to employ the mistranslation, p robably because however tenuous the 
significance given it, the argument (developed before the correct 
translation was brought to his attention) is best served by using it 
instead OF the correct one. w  

. 

In handling the reams of information that it receives, CIA 
regularly appraises information before disseminating it. It does 
not disseminate bad reporting. In the present instance, when the 
transcript was received at kadquartcrs, t’he correct meaning .was noted. 
It :;hould have bwn translated as Fol1.0:~~: (3 

“Yes ) 0 f c011rse, I found out (1~ rned about it > almost 
be fore Kenn:-?dy . ” 

. 
1-l 



. 

The conlcxt and timing of the conversation is clc:jr. It 1133s 
a joking conversation (a,$ *nd;pitted in the IISCA draft.), five ho!lrS aftcf 
t h:: assassinat ion, when the television ne>;s broadcasts had been f.illed rrith 
clctails. Luisa Calcleron ari’d her unidentified caller both had the sa;.:e 
irlcorrect infor;nation about Oswald’s association with a Fair Play for . 
Cuba Comrnittcc (it was learned later that there ~;as no such co!ilinittce, 
arid that Oswa-Icl had developed a sham Committee, apparent1.y to develop 
crcclent ials). Calderon, horqever, did not know as much BB her cnl.‘tcr, 
not kno:ging that the assassin was a “gringo,” having to ask. Joking 
aboat the death of a public figure she probably considered unfriendly 
to Cuba, she made the casual. remark: w 

II . . .I learned about it almost before Kennedy.” _ 

The draft seeks to’ give this major significance, retaining the 
incorrect translation and all, although follo;$ad by her elaborating 
statement “that she had learned about (it) only a little while ago.” 
It warranted no attention then,’ nor does it merit it now. Its 
treatment is inaccurate (tenaciously holding to the mistranslation that 
made it a question at all) and exaggerated beyond reason. (3 

Page 075. We agree with the statement appearing following 
the quotation-- “Standing by itself, (the) cryptic comments do not 
merit serious attention.” Read in the context discussed above, this 
correct judgment is reinforced. K> . . -.? . ‘.‘I. 

Page 077. The correct citation of the CSCI in the next to last 
paragraph; ~I?S .1965, not 1963. It post dates the Warren Corcaission. (U) 

. 

IYe would prefer no reference in an unclassified report - ’ Page 080. 
to what. is in. the Calderon 201 file. (C) 

. Page 081. . Langosch/Swenson. Replace true name with pseudonym. (C) - 

Page 084. Langosch/Swenson. (C) 
. 

Page 085- The 19 June 1964 memorandum reported showitig a number . I 
of debriefing reports to the Warren Commission investigator. Among them 
were reports of th, p defector’s reference to Cnlderon’s possible DC1 
connect ions, as ~11 as her .report-.ed contact with Oswald cl:lring his 
t<!exico visit. ‘file HSCA investigatcl c sezms to tlave becomct r.:onfused 
in his notes of this exchange. Tti:-: fcicts do not support hi.s statemtnts, 

w  
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Page 101. The statements about CIA’s “e;ithholdi:q” arc: worth 
addressing again. CIA did I;‘&? withhold. The author takes a very ti;in-- 
if not non-existent-- interpretation of significance in a teleph3n2 
cowers at ion, and uses .it as the basis for making strong statc:nants of 

: 
. 

an unqualified nature. He then seeks to reinforce the tissue of his 
case with a series of hop.efully mutually supporting untrue stotcrr.entr; on 
other points. M-tile there may be disagreement on the significance of 

’ Calderon’s statements (if the Coimittee feels committed to staff attitudes) 
there can be no disagreement with the record. CIA did report the defector’s 
statements about Calderon’s possible DGI ties and possible Oswald 

- 

contacts. (S) . . 

Sme page. The prcsentatibn of the v;hereabouts of the mzmokandurn 
bearing the sequential number 40 serves to demonstrate the author’s* 
inability to surrender a pcrsitiun once.he had become committed to it, 
what ever the evidence. w * 

c 

The question : arises from a rnemo’randum of the debriefing of a 
Cuban defector on the subject of Oswald. Memoranda of debriefings of the 
defector were numbered sequentially, and the one on the debriefing about 
Oswald does not bear the number 40, which it would be expected to bear 
in that sequence. 03 . . . 

Certain things are clear. There was one complete debriefing of the .s,. 
‘Cuban on the subject of Oswald. There is a ne,rr?orc?ndun of suck a 

. .<-. c 

debriefing, at the time it should have occurred, but it does not bear th,z 
number. There is no memorandum in the file, numbered 40- It so happens 
that there wds ‘a follow;-up question on one subject, and this rcsaltc:d. in a 
debriefing of the defector on that question. The significance of this 
event is that it provides the answer to why the memorandum of the 
debriefing on Oswald did nqt bear a number. 03 e 

‘The follow-up memoraridum recites the handling of the earlier . 
clebrie fing and memorandum. It states that the memorandum was dictated 
to a secretary in CI Staff (which was a different component from that 
handling the debriefing, and which also was responsible for the Agency’s 
ruport of th e Warren Commission inquiry.) The n;emorr?ndum was typed in 
that component. Simply stated, the secretary k;ho typed the m%oranc!um 
Ii’ <a .p1 not a part of the component. that usually handled these memoranc’a, 
n:lct x.2 s 
(0 - 

not a part of the procedure that provided the sequential nun:bering. 

- 



p. 78 - CALDERON’s ties to Cuban intelligence were reported 

to the Warren Commission on June 18, 1964. (CIA Dot. FOIA 

No. 739-319, 19 June 19641 “However, the Committee has 

determined from its review that the CIA did not provide 

CALDERON’s conversation of November 22 to the Warren Commis- - 

sion. Consequently , even though the Warren Commission was 

aware thatCALDERON had connections to- intelligence work, 

as did other Cuban Embassy officers, the vital link between 

her background and her comments was never established for 

the Warren Commission by the CIA. The Agency’s oversight 

in this regard may have foreclosed the Commission from 

actively pursuing a lead of great significance.” 

p. 85 - The Warren Commission as of June 19, 1964, had little 

if no reason to pursue the Luisa CALDERON lead. It had ef- 

fectively been denied significant background information. 

This denial may have impeded or prevented the Commission’s 

pursuit of CALDERON’s potential relationship to OSWALD and 

the assassination of President Kennedy. But even ff the 

Warren Commission had learned of CALDERON’s background and 

possible contact with OSWALD it still had been denied the 

one significant piece of infonmation that might have raised 

its interest in CALDERON to a more serious level. The Warren 

Commission was never told about CALDERON’s conversation of 

22 November 1963.” 

//4/b 



CALDERON, Luisa (OLC 79-0113/f, 26 February 1979) 

CIA did tell the Warren Commission that CALDERON was 

reported to have DGI ties and that she was reported 

to have been in contact with OSWALD during his Mexico 

visit. This plus the questions of her remarks, is 

dealt with extensively in comments on an earlier draft. 

The HSCA assertion that the conversation “contained in- 

dications of possible fore-knowledge of the assassination” 

is at least an extravagant overstatement; as you know, we 

don’t think the interpretation is correct, based‘ as it 

is on a mistranslation, and that taken out of context. 


